
castor’s DCFC family 
 
Castor Optics offers a wide range of double-clad fiber couplers (DCFCs). DCFCs are classified 
according to function, geometry, and spectral behavior. The figure below shows a schematic 
diagram of a typical double-clad fiber coupler designed for signal separation. 
 

extraction  
An extraction coupler allows for efficient multimode transfer from Port S to Port B. It can either 
use a large cladding or a smaller cladding for confocal collection. 
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bidirectional   
A bidirectional coupler can be used both to extract (Port S to Port B) and inject (Port B to Port S) 
multimode light. 
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specifications 
 

Specifications “large” extraction “small” extraction bi-directional 
DC1300LE DC1060LE DC780SE DC530SE DC1300LQ1 DC1300LQ2 

SM Wavelength Rangea (nm) 1250-1550 960-1260 680-980 430-680 1250-1550 
SM Insertion Loss < 0.5 dB <0.5 dB < 0.5 dB 
MM Transfer Out (Port S to B) ≥ 60% ≥ 70% > 55% > 70% 
MM Transfer In (Port B to S) - - > 75% > 60% 
Max Power Levelb 100 mW (with Connectors or Bare Fiber) 
Port Configuration 2 × 2 
Fiber Lead Length and Tolerancec 0.8 m +0.075 m/-0.0 m 

Ports A & S 
DCF 

Dimensions (µm) 9/105/125 4/102/125 4.1/26/125 2.3/15/125 9/105/125 
NAs 0.12/0.2 0.19/0.24 0.12/0.19 0.11/0.19 0.12/0.2 
Cutoff (nm) < 1250 < 960 < 680 < 430 < 1250 

Ports B & R 
Multimode 

Dimensions (µm) 200/220 200/220 105/125 
NAs 0.22 0.26 0.22 0.26 0.15 0.22 

a. Photodarkening may occur affecting long term performance at lower wavelengths (≤ 500 nm). 
Performance in the water absorption region centered at 1388 nm is not guaranteed. 

b. Specifies the total maximum power allowed through the component. Coupler performance and reliability under 
high-power conditions must be determined within the user's setup. See Usage Tips for safety and handling 
information. 

c. Except for DC530SE which lead length is 0.5 m +0.075 m/-0.0 m. Additional lead lengths and 
connector options available on request. 


